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Abstract 

Current, so many TV program contents are being provided to viewers on various channels 

through internet protocol televisions called IPTVs. Therefore the development of an effective 

searching scheme to enable viewers find and consume their preferred contents has been being 

important issue. This paper proposes a TV program contents searching scheme based on 

contents ontologies, viewer category, and usage examination. Our scheme search TV 

programs by computing the similarity between contents ontologies, filter the candidates with 

preferences of viewers, and return the list of top-N ranked program contents. As results of 

experiments, we know that our scheme has about 80% precision. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, IPTV has been popular more and more because it  enables users to 

selectively consume contents of live broadcasting channels, time-shifted programs, and 

video on demand without time limitation. However, so many TV program contents are 

being provided to viewers, and thus it may cause that viewers have difficulty in finding 

and consuming their preferred contents [1, 2].  

There are two approaches to solve this problem, which are searching contents and 

recommending contents. Searching contents technique means pull method because 

viewers determine selection of contents by entering some keywords into search engines 

in contents providers, whereas recommending contents technique means push  method 

because contents providers transmit the recommended list of contents to viewers.  

PTV[3] is an earlier research work on personalized TV guides development. It 

proposes a client-server system in which TV program recommendation is performed by 

executing content-based and collaborative recommendation approaches on domain 

preferences and program preferences of users. Zhang and Zheng [4] proposes a 

personalized TV system based on TV-Anytime metadata model. They creates a user 

profile based on CreationPreferences DS (description scheme), UsageHistoryDS, 

ClassificationPreferenceDS of TV-Anytime metadata and adopts the content-based 

filtering to recommend programs that have high similarity to user profile.  

PersonalTVware [5] is an software infrastructure to support the context-aware 

recommendation of TV programs. This software provides TV program filtering, 

contextual information management, cross-context reasoning to infer contextual 

preferences. Kim et. al.[6] proposes a collaborative filtering-based recommendation 

system of TV programs, which consists of user profile reasoning, user clustering and 

TV program recommendation. Their recommendation method consists of three steps 
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like extracting similar preference users from the similar user groups, selecting candidate 

programs for recommendation, and producing the ranked candidate programs.   

In this paper, we consider search problem of IPTV and develop an effective TV 

program contents searching scheme based on TV program contents ontologies and 

observation of usage logs of viewers. Our approach consists of four phases that are 

constructing TV program contents ontologies, computing the similarity between 

contents ontologies, filtering the retrieved candidates with various preferences of 

viewers, and ranking the filtered candidates according to their rank scores.  

There are a few studies related to the development of ontology search engines in 

order to support knowledge reuse. OntoSearch [7] is ontology search engine using 

Google APIs and hierarchy visualization technique. It allows users to search certain 

types of ontology files by keywords only. OntoSelect [8] is a web-based ontology 

library that collects, analyzes, and organizes ontologies and allows searching as well as 

browsing of ontologies according to size, representation format, connectedness and 

human languages used for class labels. OntoSelect provides ontology search based on 

one or more keywords and a HTML document.  

Swoogle [9] is a crawler-based indexing and retrieving system for RDF or OWL 

documents. OntoKhoj [10] is a Semantic Web portal designed to simplify ontology 

engineering process. It is based on algorithms used for searching, aggregating, ranking 

and classifying ontologies in Semantic Web. OntoKhoj crawler fetches the RDF 

documents according to the physical links and then aggregate several RDF segments 

belong to same logical URI but physically present at different locations into a single 

ontology. 

As depicted in Figure 1, our scheme accepts an ontology of consumed (watched) TV 

program as query data rather than simple keywords to find other relevant broadcasting 

program content ontologies, which have higher similarity in terms of syntactic and 

semantic structure, from the collection of TV program ontologies. 

 

 

Figure 1. Comparison between Contents Ontologies to Search TV 
Programs 

 

2. TV Program Contents Ontology Definition 

Our TV program ontology has three-layered structure composed of schema ontology, 

program metadata ontology and program content ontology. Schema ontology includes 

high-level concepts, such as person, event, place, etc. Transforming TV-Anytime 

metadata schema to OWL creates program metadata ontology. Program content 

ontology defines concepts and relations included in TV program contents. Program 

content ontology is a set of independent ontologies, which conceptualize contents of 

broadcasting programs according to their genres like drama, news, sports, documentary, 

etc. 
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Figure 2. TV Program Ontology Architecture 
 

Program content ontology, i.e. Drama ontology, Sports ontology, and Documentary 

ontology, conceptualizes the contents of TV programs by means of core concept 

identification, term definition, and semantic relation creation. Program content ontology 

enables users to search certain broadcasting programs or related contents to watching 

program. Broadcasting programs delivered from IPTV have web pages, which describe 

synopsis, character, credit, and so on. This basic information may be provided to users 

using TV-Anytime metadata. We use the auxiliary information of programs in order to 

extract knowledge of contents of programs. 

 

 

Figure 3. TV Program Content Ontology Definition Process 
 

In Figure 3, program content ontology creation is performed as follows: First 

transformation step is executed to parse the collected web pages, which are textual 

resources related to TV programs, in order to remove unnecessary data like images, 

symbols, and numbers, and extract textual data. Textual data extracted from several web 

pages are merged in a text file and passed into morphological analyzer to ident ify actual 

morphemes. Domain experts examine actual morphemes manually in order to identify 

core concepts of programs. This work is processed in morpheme clean step. Next step 

creates the semantic relation of core concepts and instances of the concepts.  
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3. The Proposed Searching Scheme 

In this section, we describe our TV programs searching scheme. The system 

architecture is represented in Figure 4. 
 

 

Figure 4. The System Architecture for Searching and Ranking 
Broadcasting Ontologies 

 

3.1. Viewer Preference Modeling 

The characteristic of viewers can be identified by examination of two kinds of data, 

one is demographic information and the other is TV program contents usage history. 

We collect gender, age, hobbies, and favorite genres of him/her as demographic 

information for each viewer. Collected usage history is examined to determine program 

preference, genre preference, and subject preference for each viewer.  

                                                                                (1) 

Expression (1) computes a program preference on TV program x consumed by viewer 

u. pu(x) has a floating point value between 0 and 1 result from applying normalization 

coefficient α. R(x) denotes the running time of TV program x.  denotes the 

sum of watched time for TV program x by viewer u. Genre preference can be computed 

by summation of program preferences belong to each genre. We use the TV-anytime 

genre taxonomy as standard TV program genre classification, which defines 14 genres 

and 494 subgenres, such as Drama, Movie, Music, Arts, etc. Subject preference 
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represents the preferred keywords of viewer u. We define the subject of a certain 

program x in terms of the list of top 5 most frequent concept terms represented in its 

program content ontology. Subject preference can be computed by summation of 

program preferences for each representative keyword. 

 

3.2. Similarity Computation between Program Ontologies 

To perform similarity computation between TV program content ontologies, first, we 

transform program ontologies into documents, and measure how many two documents 

include common concept labels by using term vectors extracted from documents. As 

depicted in Figure 5, our TV program searching steps are processed as follows: 

1) Creating term vectors of two documents(program ontologies). For a program 

content ontology, we create three kinds of term vectors according to the types, such as 

class, property, and relation, of extracted strings. 

2) Computing similarity values between term vectors. For each of the entity types, 

term vectors belong to same type are compared based on the cosine measure, and take a 

similarity value as their score. 

3) Combining similarity values. Similarity values should be combined to make a 

representative score for two program ontologies. A combined similarity score is 

normalized as a value from 0 to 1. 

 

 

Figure 5. Similarity Computation between Program Contents Ontologies 
 

Conventional IR engines employ a tf*idf model with a standard cosine similarity 

metric. In the field of Information Retrieval, the classic term vector model is based on 

the following expression (2). IR systems assign weights to terms by considering local 

information extracted from the individual document, term frequency, and global 

information extracted from document collection. 

Term weight w(x) = tf(x) * ln                                                                                                       (2) 

 

For ontology-based TV program searching, we use the normalized frequency-based 

vector model instead of the classic tf*idf vector model in order to compute the 

similarity between TV program content ontologies because the number of ontologies 

containing common terms is not an important factor in the ontology search process. The 

normalized frequency of the term x, which is a weight of term x, in a ontology is given 

by the following expression: 
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                                                                                   (3) 

                                                             (4) 

From the above expression, max tf(y) denotes the maximum frequency of the term y. 

Thus, the expression computes a term ratio for each term in a program content ontology. 

We create a term vector based on the normalized frequencies of the terms. Two term 

vectors of two ontologies are compared to compute a similarity value between them. 

Comparison of two term vectors is performed through computing the cosine value of 

two term vectors. These cosine values represent the similarity values of ontologies, and 

are used to sort search results in descending order before passing into the ranking 

module.  

 

3.3. Filtering and Ranking the Candidate Program List 

Searching process finds the conceptually overlapped TV programs based on term-

level similarity. As next step, we perform filtering retrieved candidate programs with 

preferences of viewer. Candidate programs having group preference and subject 

preference below a particular threshold on are filtered out. Our ranking module takes 

the list of filtered program ontologies and ranks them according to their scores 

produced by applying three different measures, such as concept completeness, relation 

complexity and concept density, which estimate the quality of knowledge structures of 

program ontologies.  

 

Table 1. Ranking Operations and Expressions 

Operation Expression  

Concept 
completeness 

tc(i) = w*|ICi| + (1-w)*|ECi| 

 

 

(5) 

 

(6) 

Relation 
complexity 

trc(i) = w1*Super(i)+w2*Sub(i)+w3*I(i)+w4*A(i)+w5*sib(i) 

 

 

(7) 

 

(8) 

Density 

  

 

 

 

 
     

 

(9) 

 

 

(10) 

 

 

(11) 
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The ranking measures produce three scores for each of the retrieved ontologies using 

following expressions described in Table 1. These scores must be weighted and 

combined to generate a single final ranking score for each of ontologies. The concept 

completeness measures the level of conceptualization of each matched concept. 

Generally, the level of conceptualization of a concept depends on the number of 

properties and relations with other concepts. This measurement assigns higher score to 

a concept having a relatively large number of properties. The score of concept 

completeness measurement is computed by the following expressions (5) and (6). 

In expression (6), tc(i) denotes the concept completeness score of the concept i. IC 

and EC denote the number of internal properties and external properties respectively. 

The relation complexity measures how well concepts are interconnected based on 

sematic relations, such as superclass, subclass, association, and so on. This 

measurement, like the concept completeness measurement, also represents the level of 

conceptualization of ontology. We identify five types of relations. They are superclass, 

subclass, instance-of, sibling and association, which exist between concepts in ontology. 

We compute the concept relation complexity of the matched concepts using the 

following two expressions. 

Lastly, the concept density measures how many intermediate concepts between 

matched concepts are existed. We define concept density measurement to find the best 

matching candidate from the list of ontologies. The best matching candidate denotes an 

ontology, which can extend the semantic structure and enhance semantic quality of 

query ontology after matching and merging. Thus, matched concept pair having longer 

distance has higher concept density score, which means better conceptualization. 

Following expression (9), (10) and (11) are evaluated to produce the score. 

Let ti→tj be a shortest path between concepts ti and tj. Distance between the concepts 

can be computed using the expression (9). If query ontology has two concepts tx and ty 

that they are matched ti and tj to each other, the concept density score of a pair of 

concepts ti and tj can be computed by evaluating following expression (10). In this 

expression, distq(tx, ty) denotes distance between the concepts tx and ty in query ontology. 

Let distk be the concept density score of a pair of two concepts in a retrieved ontology. 

Following expression (11) produce the accumulated score of each concept density score 

for a program content ontology. 

These three ranking scores should be normalized, and combined in order to make a single 

representative score for each of the ontologies in the ranking list. We normalize TC, TRC, and 

TD by virtue of ratio estimation as follows: 

 TCnormal = TC / TCmax                                                                                                    (12) 

TRCnormal = TRC / TRCmax                                                                     (13) 

TDnormal = TD / TDmax                                                                                          (14) 

 

4. Experiment 

As showed in Table 2, we prepared program ontologies and usage histories of 53 TV 

program contents which are documentary programs dealing with various subjects, such 

as nature, science, animal, and culture to evaluate the performance of our approach. We 

set up usage histories, of which an item is formed with a tuple <uid, bdate, title, subtitle, 

prog_stime, prog_etime, watch_stime, watch_etime, genre, subgenre>, for 3 viewers.  
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Table 2. A Partial List of Experiment Data 

Group No. Program Title Subject 

A 

1 Kingdom of Animal Animal 

4 Wilde Beast of Africa Animal 

8 Chimpanzees of  Tanganyika Animal 

B 
9 Wildebeest Migration Animal 

15 Queen of Africa Culture 

C 
17 Insight Asia: Noodle Road Culture 

35 Into Science Science 

 

We classified the collected documentary TV programs into three groups according to 

their similarity in terms of contents. Group A has documentary programs which 

describe similar subjects and contain same a few concept terms. Group B has 

documentary programs which represent different subjects but same a few concept terms. 

Group C has documentary programs which contain different subjects and. We used   

episodes of “kingdom of animal” series and “people of Kyrgyzstan” as query ontologies. 

We measured the performance of searching and ranking using precision, recall, and f -

measure measurements. 

Figure 6 represents the result of program searching experiments. The left grape 

shows the precision values of five queries for each viewer. The right graph shows 

precision, recall, and f-measure values of our proposed searching approach and 

keyword-based searching approach for two queries.  

 

 

Figure 6. (left) Precision Values of Five Queries for Each Viewer 
(right)Comparison between Our Approach(OR) and Keyword-based 

Approach(KR) for Two Queries 
 

From experimental result and performance evaluation, we found that our approach 

retrieved all relevant programs for given query data ontologies in spite of 80% precision 

rate. The cause of lower precision than recall is that some documentary programs 

irrelevant to query data are included in the search result because they have similar 

keywords to query data. Keyword-based approach has lower precision that our approach 

because irrelevant programs, which have same keywords but different subjects to query 

data, are included in the search result. This means that a few keywords only cannot 

represent core concepts of the contents of broadcasting programs. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a new scheme for searching TV programs based on TV 

program ontologies and usage history examination. Our experiments for searching 

documentary programs prove that ontology-based searching is more precise than 

keyword-based searching in comparison of contents semantically. To speed up 

ontology-based broadcasting program search, the precise statistical data of each of 

ontologies must be stored and used. Thus our future work is the development of 

automatic searching process and reuse of statistical data . 
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